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Teenagers are supervised 
closely when they learn to 
drive.

Do they receive the same 
level of supervision when 
going online?

The potential for them to 
come to harm from either is 
significant.



1.  Don’t allow devices in bedrooms overnight

Why?
● Kids need sleep - 9-11 hours per night.
● Avoid constant notifications
● Unsupervised late night access to online world is dangerous
● Creates a “screen time Cycle”



2.  Supervise what’s going on

Check:
● Apps
● Messages 
● Search History
● Photos 

(including recently deleted)
Start this at an early age.  Asking an older teenager for their phone to 
check is much harder if it’s not something they are used to!



3. You set the rules

If you do allow your child to operate a social 
media account, you can reduce the risks by 
logging into that account on your own device.  
That way you can view any messages sent or 
received.



4. Watch what YOU post! Think carefully about what 
images you post of your 
children and who is able to 
view them.

Young people will often look at 
their peers parents social 
media accounts to search for 
embarrassing photographs.  

Adjusting privacy settings on 
your account will protect 
against this.



5. Keep up to date

Keep up to date with 
latest apps, scams, 
dangers, etc. with the 
Safer School App 



NSPCC



6. Location services have pros & cons.

Location services are a fantastic way to keep track of where our children are.  However, some apps share 
location information with everyone.  Check that your child is not sharing their location unnecessarily.



7.  Block the negative

Children can see things online that make them feel upset, angry, or cause low self-esteem.  
If this happens, encourage them to mute or block accounts that do this.

They can also use setting that block words, phrases or posts they don’t want to see.  Encourage 
them to make their online space a positive one.



8.  Keep chatting

Regular chats with your child about what they like 
doing online and how it makes them feel is 
important.

Don’t forget to talk about the positives as much as 
the negatives.  If they are comfortable talking to 
you they are more likely to open up when things go 
wrong…



9.  Mistakes happen - Be understanding

In a recent ofsted survey Nearly 90% of girls and 
50% of boys said that sending of explicit pictures or 
videos happens to them or their peers a lot or 
sometimes.

For Example:

● Online Arguments
● Sexting/ sharing of 

inappropriate images

Young people are more likely to report when things go wrong if they don't feel they 
will get into trouble.  The earlier things are reported - the small the potential for 
harm.  Not telling someone when things go wrong can lead to problems getting 
bigger and bigger.  



10.  Report concerns



https://www.childline.org.uk/info-ad
vice/bullying-abuse-safety/online-m
obile-safety/report-remove/ “Report Remove” is a powerful tool for getting 

nude images removed from online platforms like 
FaceBook and Instagram.



Schools AUP & Mobile Phone Policy

● No devices used in school 
day (without teacher 
permission).

● No Recording, storing or 
sharing images 

●  Confiscated devices may 
need to be collected by 
parents.
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